caid) with methodology and large-scale engineering applications (Carey and Sepehrnoori) in the respective colleges of Natural Sciences and Engineering.
The interdisciplinary collaboration has been effective since it enhances the development of new iterative schemes for complex problems important to DOE.
For example, we have made significant advances with modified forms of generalized gradient methods and multigrid methods for viscous flow and reservoir problems. The work has also involved collaboration with colleagues at the DOE National Laboratories.
Several graduate students have participated in the research and the investigators have collaborated closely with the students on related research projects. For example, Dr. Young (Mathematics and Computer Sciences) and Dr. Sepehrnoori (Petroleum Engineering) were dissertation co-advisors for one of the students and Dr. Carey served on the student's committee. Some of our students have been involved as interns at the DOE National Laboratories during the course of this project.
As part of the work, a new class of parallel element-by-element spectral schemes was developed for the stream function-vorticity formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations. The algorithm involved the use of generalized iterative methods recast at the element subdomain levels. The schemes were implemented on distributed parallel supercomputers. Parallel performance studies were conducted on representative Navier-Stokes problems. These results also provide the most accurate flow benchmark studies to date for the recirculation zone in the "backward facing step" problem. Some interesting phenomenological results on the growth of the separation zone with increasing Reynolds number were obtained. A paper from this has been submitted to a journal and a copy is enclosed. Two other related papers dealing with scalability and performance studies were also published. This work is also described in the dissertation by E. Barragy completed under Frederickson and McBryan showed parallel multigrid to be effective when applied to certain discrete periodic problems. In some cases, it is possible to transform certain discrete nonperiodic problems into discrete periodic problems so that parallel multigrid methods can be rigorously applied. This work is described in Xiao's Ph.D. dissertation, Xiao [1994] , which was supervised by Dr. Young and Dr. Sepehrnoori; see also the paper by Young, Xiao, and Baker [1995] .
Young and Kincaid, together with Wan Chen, have worked on parallel alternating-type methods, including the alternating direction implicit (ADI) method and the symmetric and nonsymmetric SOR methods (USSOR and SSOR methods). As shown by Young and Kincaid [1996] , under certain conditions, one can carry out several single iterations in parallel and achieve the same result as would be achieved by carrying out a (smaller) number of iterations in sequence. This can be done, for example, for the AD1 method, for certain separable Dirichlet problems in two space dimensions, and for the USSOR/SSOR methods, for certain discrete periodic problems in rectangular regions. The validity of the procedure for some cases has been verified by numerical esperiments; see Young and Kincaid [1996] .
An important aspect of our work has been the development of several researchoriented software packages developed as part of the ITPACK Project. This software is available over the Internet through the WEB site a t the Center for Numerical Analysis and also through the Netlib Distribution System that is maintained at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. In addition, a WEB site has established in the Computational Fluid Dynamics Laboratory with pointers to a package for solving linear systems on parallel computers. User can obtain our software without charge. 
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